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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be an odd prime number and n a natural number, which are both 
fixed throughout this paper, and put q = p”. As usual, Q means the field of 
rational numbers. Let 5 = [, be a primitive qth root of unity, and h and h+ 
the class numbers of the qth cyclotomic number field Q(1) and its maximal 
real subfield Q({ + c-i), respectively. It is known that h+ divides h, and the 
quotient h- =/z/h+ is called the relative class number of Q(c) (cf. [8]). 
Let G be the Galois group of Q(5) over Q. Then G is isomorphic to the 
group of reduced residue classes module q. Let Z be the ring of rational 
integers, and Z[G] the group ring of G over Z. For a Z[G]-module M, 
we denote by M- the submodule of a in A4 satisfying Ja = -CI, where J is 
the element in G induced by complex conjugation. Iwasawa [4] obtained 
an index formula for h - as follows: 
(Z[G]- :S-)=h-, (1) 
where S is a certain ideal of Z[G]. Recently Skula [7] gave an alternative 
proof for this formula. Let r = (i)(p - 1) p”- ‘. More recently Girstmair 
[3] proved the following: 
THEOREM. Let q = p( 1 + [)/( 1 - c). Then 
(Z[[]- :Z[G]tj)=2’-‘p’q-“‘2-“h-. (2) 
Note that Z[[] is the ring of integers in Q(c), and q =p/(l -i)- 
p/(1 - [-‘) is in Z[[] - = (1 -J) Z[[]. Girstmair’s formula was given for 
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general imaginary abelian number fields, and proved by computing the 
character coordinates, defined by Leopoldt [6], of i cot(rr/m). 
On the other hand, various formulae for hP represented by determinants 
of rational integer components are known (Borevich and Shafarevich [ 11, 
Carlitz and Olson [2], Kuhnova [5], etc.). The formula of Borevich and 
Shafarevich was used by Skula in his proof for (1). In the formula of 
Carlitz and Olson (for n = l), and Kiihnova, Maillet’s determinant appears. 
For a rational integer a prime to p, let a’ be a rational integer such that 
au’ E 1 (mod q), and besides R(a) = R,(a) the least positive residue of a 
modulo q. Then Maillet’s determinant D is defined by 
D = lR(Ub’)l.,b.,? 
where Z is the set of 1 d a < (i)( q - 1) which is prime to p. The formula of 
Carlitz, Olson, and Kuhnova is 
IDI=P n(r-II&, 
In this paper, we explain how Girstmair’s index formula is related to 
Maillet’s determinant. 
2. MAILLET'S DETERMINANT 
Let 
D* = lq-Wab’)l.,,.,. 
Then it is easy to see that 
JD*j =2’-’ JDJ (3) 
(cf. PI). 
For 1 d k d n, let Z, denote the set of 1~ a < (i)( pk - 1) which is prime 
to p, and put rk = ($)(p - 1) pk- ‘; then Z,, = Z, r,, = r, and rk is the cardinal 
of Zk. Further, let R,k(a) be the least positive residue of a rational 
integer a modulo p k. Subtracting the (r + u)th row of D* from the 
((i - 1) p”- ’ + u)th row, and adding that to the (ip”- ’ - u)th row for each 
(i, u)EZ] xl+,, we have 
2R((r+u)b’)-2R(;(i- l)pnm-‘+u)h’) 
D*= 2R(((p-i)p”-‘+a)&)-2R((r+u)h’) 
q-2R((r+u)b’) 
(4) 
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Since 
i=l 
i=l 
p--l 
=2pR((r+u)b’)- c 2R((zjF’+a)b’) 
i=O 
p--l 
= 2pR((r + u)b’) - c 2(R,n-4ab’) + ip”-1) 
i=O 
=2pR((r+u)b’)-2pR,,-1(ub’)-(p-1)p” 
=pcpn-’ - 2Rf-l (ub’)) - p(q - 2R((r + u)b’)), 
it follows from (4) that 
D*= 
2R((r+u)b’)-2R(((i- l)p”-‘+u)b’) 
P “- ’ - 2R,-1 (ub’) 
2R$(((p--i)p*-‘+u’)b’)-2Q((r,+u)b’) 
i 
, 
(i,a)eI,xIk-1.6~1 
and, in addition, define an (r,, r)-matrix D(l) by 
D(l)= (P-2Rp(ub’)),.,,,,.,. 
Now, for 2 < k ,< n define a ((p - 1) rk _ , , r)-matrix Dck) by 
t 
2R#((r,+u)b’)-2Rdr(((i-- l)pk-’ +u)b’) 
D(k) = 
Then, by successive procedures similar to those above we obtain 
D’“’ 
We conclude this section by noting that Dck’ ~0 (mod pk-‘). 
(5) 
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3. AN INDEX FORMULA 
In this section we give another proof for the theorem by calculating the 
determinant of the transformation matrix of a certain basis of Z[c] - to a 
special basis of Z[G] q. We see that 
is a basis of Z[‘] -. Z[G] q is the submodule of Z[l] - generated by 
P/(1 -i”)-P/U -rb), beZ. 
It holds that 
q-1 
x4-‘+x*-2+ . . . +x2+x+1= n (X-i’). (6) 
i=l 
By differentiating both sides of this equation, it follows that 
q--l Y--l 
,;, (q-i) X4-‘-‘= 
Let b be a number in I. Substituting c-b for X in the above equation, we 
have 
4-l 
;g, (q-i)i-(y--lpiJb 
=i~~-b(b-b-ri)=:-‘V-21b n (1-C’). 
irb 
Since 
4-l 
4= fl (l-i’), 
i== I 
which is seen from (6), this yields 
Similarly we have 
.-+q~’ (q-i)[-“-“b. 
i=l 
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Hence it holds that 
q--l 
= C (q-j)(i(‘~‘)*---(I~l)b) 
i=2 
(q- I)/2 
= 1 (q-2q(‘*-~--i*) 
i=l 
Here we see that if a = ib for i E Zk, then i = R,k (ab’). Accordingly 
k=l se/k 
= kc2 a!, pn-k(pk-2Rp~(ab’))(iap”-k-i-“pn-k) 
(f&p)= 1 
+ i c fek(pk-2R#((rkfa)b’)) 
k=Z a~lk-, 
x (5 
(rk+n)p”-k_5-(‘k+n)p”-k) 
+ aFI, p”-l(p - 2R,(ab’))(l”P”-‘-<-“P’-1). 
Since the irreducible polynomial of cpt = cpnek is 
~(P-l)pk-‘+$P--)$-‘+ ... +xpk-‘+ 1, 
it follows that 
i 
(I&+U)P”-k_~-(~k+a)P”-k 
= $, (i((i-l)pk-‘+a)p”-k-i--((i--l)Pk-l+u)P”-k) 
+ i (~(ipk-‘--a)p”-k_~-(i~-l-a)~-k)~ 
i=l 
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Therefore we obtain 
P P 
iq -l_i-b 
+ c (p - 2R,(ab’))(p+ - [---‘). 
UE I, 
It thus follows from this equation that the transformation matrix that we 
wanted is 
i 
P 
. 
This together with (5) implies 
(Z[c]- : Z[G]q)=p-“r+‘q-“‘2 ID*\, 
because Dck’ is of the type ((p - 1 )rk _ , , r) for 2 < k Q n, and 
kg2 (p- l)r,-,(k- l)=nr-‘+. 
We then obtain from (2), (3), and (7) the theorem: 
(Z[[]- :Z[G]yl)=2’-1p-“‘+‘Y-1”2 IDi 
= 2’ - lp(q - 1 )/? - “A -- 
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